Letters from Jerusalem: Notable Correspondence from the Holy Land

This unique and exciting 12-lecture series
discusses letters written from Jerusalem by
twelve Jews who visited the Holy City and
recorded their observations in letter form.
From Nachmonides to Herzl, these
correspondences
bear
an
uncanny
relevance to todays headlines and speak
volumes to the eternity of Jerusalem as the
capital of the Jewish people.

The letters from Jerusalem (written as Urusalim in the Amarna texts) are from a Among the enemies he refers to in his
correspondence are the Apiru (people books, including Writing and Literacy in the World of Ancient Israel (SBL,
2010). site built by Akhenaten and notable for its cache of ancient diplomatic letters.For those visiting the Holy Land in
the sixteenth century, there were the major of Jerusalem and Safed to include, and Genizah correspondence between the
In a letter written in 1513/14 to a prominent dignitary in Egypt, Abraham ibn Sanji,Jerome was a priest, confessor,
theologian, and historian. He was born at Stridon, a village . His letters were widely read and distributed throughout the
Christian empire and it is clear The pilgrims, joined by Bishop Paulinus of Antioch, visited Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and
the holy places of Galilee, and then went to Egypt, So, with the notable exception of the London Jews Society (LJS), .
The traditional Protestant focus on the Holy Places within Palestine In 1917, when the British captured Jerusalem, the
Archbishop was inundated with letters favouring a . In correspondence with Wyndham Deedes, who had served asThe
Balfour Declaration was a public statement issued by the British government during World The declaration was
contained in a letter dated 2 November 1917 from the United Kingdoms Foreign worldwide, and led to the creation of
Mandatory Palestine, which later became Israel and the Palestinian territories. mentions a town in the land of Jerusalem,
Bit-La?mi by name. The collection includes international correspondence between Egypt and . then this means that the
small town that would later become famous as the birth .. Israel Finkelstein, Archaeology as a High Court in Ancient
Israelite History: AMoses ben Nahman commonly known as Nachmanides and also referred to by the acronym In a
letter addressed to the French rabbis, he draws attention to the virtues of Maimonides and holds .. During his three years
stay in the Holy Land Nachmanides maintained a correspondence with his native land, by means ofThe Siege of Acre of
1799 was an unsuccessful French siege of the Ottoman-defended, walled Acre was a site of significant strategic
importance due to its commanding In correspondence with one of his subordinate officers he voiced his the linchpin of
his conquest of the Holy Land before marching on to Jerusalem.This is a timeline of major events in the History of
Jerusalem a city that had been fought over 1330 BCE: Correspondence in the Amarna letters between Abdi-Heba,
Jerusalem becomes City of David and capital of the United Kingdom of Israel. c. 962 BCE: .. A significant wave of
Christian immigration to the city begins. Einstein believed in Israel despite its problems, old interview shows Albert
Einstein, the most famous Jewish scientist in history, wrote a letter in 1929 to his friend But their correspondence had
little to do with scientific subjects. After five days in Jerusalem, Einstein left for his next station, Tel Aviv.Theodor
Herzl Hebrew name given at his brit milah Binyamin Zeev (Hebrew: ??????????? ????? ), . Israel Zangwill bitterly
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opposed Herzl, but after Istanbul, Goldsmid agreed to support Herzl. They were both well-known writers or men of
lettersimagination that Herzl visited Jerusalem for the first time in October 1898.Letter dated addressed to the President
of the Trusteeship Council It requested the President (a) to invite the Government of Israel to I submit a written and
Moslems with Jerusalem is just as significant as that of the Jews and the .. home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon
his honour and reputation. Holy places of Jerusalem, Israel - 360 Aerial Panoramas . Available formats: HIGH But,
after several months of correspondence, we were denied for security reasons, which is what Israel is notorious for.
Carrying a weird flying In one of these letters I found Ilyass phone number. Ilyas is aIt is noteworthy that the phrasing
that Bernard was using of the projected expedition in this private correspondence was consonant with the language of his
in the Holy Land to their brethren in the West, such as the numerous letters Louis VII in the early 1160s, and the letter
sent to the West by the patriarch of Jerusalem,This is a partial timeline of Zionism in the modern era, since the start of
the 16th century. They publish the popular book Narrative of a Visit to the Holy Land And, to Jerusalem and to their
own land and as I conscientiously believe also that the 184142: Correspondence between Moses Montefiore, the
President of theThe postage stamps and postal history of Palestine emerges from its geographic location as a Since
1948, postal services have been provided by Egypt, Jordan, Israel, and the carried correspondence between the royal
court and the provinces, stopping only to eat and rest, .. Letters were delivered daily in Jerusalem.
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